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2012 honda pilot service code b123

A b13 service includes an oil and filterchange,Rotating the tires, and replacing the transmission fluid.Theservice codes should only go up to 6 so I am not surewhat a928 would mean.Click to see full answer. In respect to this, what is b12 on Honda maintenance? Re: B12 OILLIFE 15% (Wrench Light) A "B" in the
maintenance minder system meansabrake service needs to be done, a "1" is a tirerotation,"2" is air/pollen filters need to be replaced, "3" isatransmission service, "4" is spark plugs, "5" is acoolantflush, "6" is replace the reardifferentialfluid.Likewise, what is Honda Maintenance Minder A? The Honda Maintenance Minder
adjuststhemaintenance intervals based on engine operatinghabits,driving habits and the climate where the vehicle isoperatedin. Accordingly, what does service b123 mean? B123 is: B = Oil + filter change. 1 =Tirerotation. 2 = Engine air filter + cabin airfilterchange.What is Honda Code b16?2016 Honda Pilot: Second
Scheduled Service,a.k.aB16. Honda's 7,500-mile oil changeintervalsalternate from A to B to A to B, where A represents asimple oilchange and B stands for an oil and filter changeaccompanied byadditional inspections. Professional According to the manual, Code B123 meansthefollowing: Quote: Code B: Replace engine
oil and oilfilter.Inspect front and rear brakes/service asnecessary. Professional When you see the code b13 that meansyouneed a B service, a 1 service and a 3 service. B meanstoreplace the oil and oil filter. 1 means to rotatethetires. Professional A12 is a maintenance code and is nothingtobe concerned about. Here is
the chart that shows whatthecodes mean. Save it or print it for later if you want.Whenyou see 12 it just means 1+2 so do 1 and 2. KyleN.,Honda Master Tech. Explainer The second type of dashboard lights you'll see inyourHonda Accord are indicator lights. These symbolstellyou when a certain feature is being used or
when your carneedsminor maintenance. Maintenance Minder™IndicatorLight: A yellow wrench on your dashboardmeansyour Honda Accord is due forroutinemaintenance. Explainer However, it could also mean that yourparkingbrake is on, so check that before calling the dealer.MaintenanceMinder indicator (yellow): This
little lightthat's shapedlike a wrench is just trying to let you knowthat scheduledmaintenance is due soon, so make an appointment atyourHonda service center. Explainer The average cost for a maintenanceserviceb is between $256 and $381. Labor costs areestimatedbetween $88 and $111 while parts are priced
between $168and$270. Pundit Honda A and B Service Every part on a Honda automobile is designedtowork in unison with the rest of the vehicle to provide manymilesof service. The oil is the life blood of yourHonda.The Honda Maintenance Minder will displayremaining oil lifeas a percent (%). Pundit The “B” represents
an oil and filterchangeplus mechanical inspection, while the “1” meansit'stime to have the vehicle's tires rotated. Pundit Manual: Most manufacturers recommend thatmanualtransmission fluid be changed every 30,000 to 60,000miles.Under heavy-duty use, some manufacturers suggestchangingtransmission fluid every
15,000 miles. Automatic:Serviceintervals for an automatic transmission vary fromevery30,000 miles to never. Pundit Conveniently, Acura vehicles alert the driverwhenservice is due soon, when it is presentlydue,and when it is past due. The “maintenanceduesoon” message will appear when the remaining engineoillife is
between six and fifteen percent. Pundit The minimum price was $25, with $50 being themostexpensive. According to Cost Helper, an oil changetypicallycosts $20 to $55. Using synthetic oil bumps theprice to $45to $70 on average. Teacher The first warning (Maintenance Due Soon) comes intobeingwhen oil life reaches
15 percent. In other words, we've gottime totake care of this. And the A1 code tells us whatwe'll needto have done: (A) an oil change and; (1) atirerotation. Supporter Maintenance Minder & Oil Life The Maintenance Minder is an important featureofthe information display. Based on engine and
transmissionoperatingconditions, and accumulated engine revolutions, yourHonda's onboardcomputer (ECM/PCM) calculates the remaining engineoil and thetransmission fluid life. Supporter Once it reaches 5,000 miles again,the“MAINTENANCE REQUIRED” light will turnonagain. While the maintenance reminder
system canbeused as a reminder to the driver to have the vehicle serviced,itonly be used as a guideline that only takes into account howthevehicle is driven and under whatdrivingconditions. Supporter Each vehicle has its own maintenance needs,soHonda develops specific maintenance schedulesbasedon model
equipment, such as transmission choice or theaddition ofa towing package. The Maintenance Schedulecalculatesservice needs based on your car'smileage. Beginner The oil life meter is located on theinformationdisplay on the dashboard, and will count down from 100%oillife to 0% oil life as you continue todrive
thevehicle; at a certain point, the computer will trigger areminderfor you to “CHANGE ENGINEOILSOON.” Beginner Loring Chien, Engineer, been taking care of cars for46years. Answered Feb 15, 2017 · Author has29.1kanswers and 50m answer views. 15% oil lifepresumablymeans that your oil is “85% usedup.”This
has the implication that somehow your oilgets 100%trashed during its life. Beginner Negative mileage means your vehiclehaspassed the maintenance required point. Immediately havetheindicated maintenance done by your dealer. When theremainingengine oil life is 0 percent, the engine oillifeindicator will blink. By
completing this page, you acknowledge that Mississauga Honda may collect, maintain, use and/or disclose your personal information in accordance with its Privacy Policy available at Privacy Policy. I consent to receive commercial electronic messages including news, special offers, advertisements and other promotional
information from Mississauga Honda, including its agents. I can unsubscribe or withdraw my consent at any time using the unsubscribe method provided in the communication, or by contacting Mississauga Honda at 2380 Motorway Blvd, Mississauga, ON L5L 1X3, info@mississaugahonda.com or (905) 828-1650
Regular maintenance will maximize your Honda's safety, performance, efficiency and durability and save you money in the long run. The B123 Service is one of the more comprehensive regular services recommended by Honda USA. Schedule your next B123 service appointment at DCH Paramus Honda today! DCH
Paramus Honda 120 Route 4 Paramus, NJ 07652 Contact Us Hours & Directions Parts · Discussion Starter · #1 · Jul 11, 2018 2016 MDX Adv/Ent Sh-AWD, 52K miles B123 service sign came on and when I called the dealer, I was told the cost is $600! I know most of the listed services are for preventive measure. Do I
really have to get this done, other than the oil change, or should I wait until the next service when it goes over 60K? Also does anyone here get your services at somewhere other than the dealership? · B123 is: B = Oil + filter change 1 = Tire rotation 2 = Engine air filter + cabin air filter change 3 = Transmission and
transfer case fluid change The "3" is why the cost is so high. YES YOU NEED TO DO THESE SERVICES! Do not delay them. DIY of B, 1, and 2 are super easy. DIY of 3 is harder, as it requires either a CANBUS compatible scan tool, HDS, or similar. If you have access to that, then you can DIY, otherwise you should
use the dealer. · Mine is 2016 as well, dealer replaced the #3 for $335 @ 56K. · Curious as to why a scan tool or similar is needed for #3...Thanks.. Someone other than dealer for service...Yes, I use a local Honda/Acura specialist..owner used to be one of the main Techs at local Acura dealer...but I’m south of Atlanta... ·
Curious as to why a scan tool or similar is needed for #3...Thanks.. The ZF9HP48 transmission, which is used in the 2016 MDX, uses ATF Type 3.1 fluid. ATF Type 3.1 changes volume, based on temperature. As the fill plug is at a fixed height in the transmission housing, you must check the transmission fluid level within
a narrow range of temperatures. The transmission fluid temperature is measured by a sensor, and that data is published on the CANBUS. You need an appropriate tool to read that data. Honda Diagnostic System is the official way to read that sensor data. However, any decent scan tool with CANBUS support can also
read that sensor data. The least-expensive method for reading that sensor data is probably the ScanGauge II, which can be had for around $160. If you have access to one of these tools, then you can properly DIY the transmission fluid change. If you do not have access to the appropriate tool, then you should not
attempt the procedure. I would suggest NOT using a generic mechanic for this procedure UNLESS they are familiar with this transmission and already know how to properly change the fluid level. I would not trust a mechanic who just tries to use a fluid exchange machine -- or even worse, tries to use an infrared
thermometer. · The ZF9HP48 transmission, which is used in the 2016 MDX, uses ATF Type 3.1 fluid. ATF Type 3.1 changes volume, based on temperature. As the fill plug is at a fixed height in the transmission housing, you must check the transmission fluid level within a narrow range of temperatures. The transmission
fluid temperature is measured by a sensor, and that data is published on the CANBUS. You need an appropriate tool to read that data. Honda Diagnostic System is the official way to read that sensor data. However, any decent scan tool with CANBUS support can also read that sensor data. The least-expensive method
for reading that sensor data is probably the ScanGauge II, which can be had for around $160. If you have access to one of these tools, then you can properly DIY the transmission fluid change. If you do not have access to the appropriate tool, then you should not attempt the procedure. I would suggest NOT using a
generic mechanic for this procedure UNLESS they are familiar with this transmission and already know how to properly change the fluid level. I would not trust a mechanic who just tries to use a fluid exchange machine -- or even worse, tries to use an infrared thermometer. All that sounds like a problem looking for a
solution. Remind me to avoid that 9 speed. 14 and 15 sound like the way to go on the 3rd gen to me. But thanks for the answer. · All that sounds like a problem looking for a solution. Remind me to avoid that 9 speed. But thanks for the answer. This is not unique to the ZF. This is becoming common in the industry. Even
GM is doing it with their 6, 8, and 10 speed transmissions. · This is not unique to the ZF. This is becoming common in the industry. Even GM is doing it with their 6, 8, and 10 speed transmissions. I watched the video you posted. That's quite a process to just check the fluid level or replace it. This also demonstrates the
importance of the particular trans fluid type in some (most) transmissions as well as understanding the correct procedure to follow. I've seen various posts from people wondering if they can just get 'whatever' trans fluid brand from Autozone or the like and use it instead of the OEM fluid - or even try to 'better the fluid' by
using an aftermarket source. I've stated before that today's transmissions in particular are designed for specific fluids, not just the brand but even a subtype within the brand, and that IMO it's best to just go with the OEM fluid rather than something else. It's the safest bet. And if a transmission has a complex method for
replacing/checking the fluid level then in some cases it may be best to just have the dealer do it who's familiar with the proper technique, and I mean the dealer or a specialized qualified mechanic - not a kwik-e-lube type place where the person changing the fluid often (probably usually) has no specific training on the
particular transmission and perhaps no specialized test equipment, and could end up ruining the trans or at least make it so it doesn't operate correctly. I'm saying this as a DIY type person. Luckily, the trans fluid in all my vehicles, including the 2014 MDX (6 speed) is more straightforward and easier to replace and
foolproof than something like the procedure in that video. · This also demonstrates the importance of the particular trans fluid type in some (most) transmissions as well as understanding the correct procedure to follow. I've seen various posts from people wondering if they can just get 'whatever' trans fluid brand from
Autozone or the like and use it instead of the OEM fluid - or even try to 'better the fluid' by using an aftermarket source. I've stated before that today's transmissions in particular are designed for specific fluids, not just the brand but even a subtype within the brand, and that IMO it's best to just go with the OEM fluid rather
than something else. It's the safest bet. I agree. This is also why I always recommend the proper fluids and recommend against additives, such as LubeGuard. And if a transmission has a complex method for replacing/checking the fluid level then in some cases it may be best to just have the dealer do it who's familiar
with the proper technique, and I mean the dealer or a specialized qualified mechanic - not a kwik-e-lube type place where the person changing the fluid often (probably usually) has no specific training on the particular transmission and perhaps no specialized test equipment, and could end up ruining the trans or at least
make it so it doesn't operate correctly. I'm saying this as a DIY type person. Luckily, the trans fluid in all my vehicles, including the 2014 MDX (6 speed) is more straightforward and easier to replace and foolproof than something like the procedure in that video. Yes and no. For some people who don't have the
time/patience/tools to do the procedure properly, the dealer may be the lesser of the evils. I absolutely cringe at the thought of someone using a quick-lube place, however. Personally, I will be doing my transmission fluid, myself. It's been my observation that no one cares more about my vehicle than I do, and I'm
motivated to do things properly, even if that means taking longer to do the job. · Personally, I will be doing my transmission fluid, myself. It's been my observation that no one cares more about my vehicle than I do, and I'm motivated to do things properly, even if that means taking longer to do the job. That's a factor for me
as well in why I do most service myself. Of course, it's also less expensive but also more convenient to do it myself rather than taking it somewhere out of my way and sitting around waiting for them to get it done or worse, getting a courtesy car and then having to come back yet again when they get done with it - it's just
much easier to change fluids myself in my driveway. · Sooo let me tell you about the time my dealer forgot to put the fill plug back in and i spilled liquid gold all over the freeway... Sent from my Pixel using Tapatalk · I agree that the recommended oil should be used until someone makes a better oil.! The number of times
the manufacturers have changed the recommended trans oil is surprisingly high! The outcome is usually a fully synthetic trans fluid taking all metals into consideratiom. Regardless $600.00 for a B123 service is absurd! You had better go get yourself the Can Bus reader which there are many and perform the task
yourself. This is not rocket science and as stated you are likley going to do the job correctly even if it takes you an hour longer! You will be using it a number of times and you will have paid for it with the first change! · I don't know how you guys feel about by having the dealer to replace the trans fluid. The thing Is i don't
have the tools around and the trans is still warranty so i wouldn't want to mess up. Even after dealer replaced the fluid, the car drove not smooth at all, very jerky and too heavy. I don't know if the tech follow the procedure on how to replace the 9sp trans. Time will tell. · Irobot2090 This is the reason why many do not take
their cars to the dealers as they seem to be less informed then the actual owners! Gone are the days when mechanics actually had to complete training and demonstrate their knowledge of the procedure, those who had not undergone these training sessions could not conduct the work untill they had. Seems to day they
let anyone work on them just reading the procedure from a computer screen without any actual training on the new stuff. So the theroy is that You are better off doing the maintenance yourself as you will give it some thought and do it with care and know that it was done correctly. There is so much fear put out there that
only the dealership can,should service the vehical which is nonsense on these scheduled fluid changes. Keep in mind that you can find out the actual procedure and purchase a tool that you can keep to perform the same procedure for a fraction of the cost especially the procedure needs to be repeated a number of
times over the course of ownership. Do keep us up to date on if things smooth out and jerkyness goes away. · Well, I am an DIY guy, I did everything myself except the 9sp Trans, it's just too new and of course it's still under warranty so i wouldn't bother to touch it. · Well, I am an DIY guy, I did everything myself except
the 9sp Trans, it's just too new and of course it's still under warranty so i wouldn't bother to touch it. Your actions do not match your words. · Just did B123 at a dealer by San Jose, CA. Cost was about ~$1K, which was really surprising as I thought I had it all covered under the maintenance plan (Acura Care) I had
purchased previously when I bought the car. Turns out the maintenance is scheduled for right after the plan expires lol. Nice business model I guess. And the brake service they said it needed when the maintenance plan was still in effect wasn't done, so they tacked that on as well. Nice dealer, very nice. · Just did B123
at a dealer by San Jose, CA. Cost was about ~$1K, which was really surprising as I thought I had it all covered under the maintenance plan (Acura Care) I had purchased previously when I bought the car. Turns out the maintenance is scheduled for right after the plan expires lol. Nice business model I guess. And the
brake service they said it needed when the maintenance plan was still in effect wasn't done, so they tacked that on as well. Nice dealer, very nice. For a Grand, I would contact Acura Customer Relations and ask for some consideration. Possibly a refund on the Acura Care policy?
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